Experience Japanese Festival “En’nichi”

Immerse yourself in Japanese culture at the “En’nichi” corner right on the PolyU campus, where you can get to try some Japanese food, such as watagashi (cotton candy), and try out some Japanese games. En’nichi, also referred to as Saint’s Day, a special day where the Japanese people celebrate the birth or the passing of the deity they are honoring. On these holy days, Japanese people visit the temple or shrine to pray to the deity to bring them fortune and good health. The streets nearby the temple are typically filled with many food and game stalls, which is the highlight of this Japanese Festival. Join in the fun, take pictures wearing the yukata, cotton kimono and chat with our students from Japanese language Programme! All these activities represent an authentic Japanese En’nichi and are perfect for you to learn more about the Japanese culture.

Date: 5 March 2013
Time: 12:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Venue: Core FJ, Podium Level, PolyU
Enquiry: Masaki Seo (maseo@polyu.edu.hk, 2766 7467)
Registration: Walk-in
Suitable for: All PolyU students, students on exchange programmes, staff and general public

Presented by:
Japanese Language Programme, Department of Chinese and Bilingual Studies, Faculty of Humanities, PolyU

www.polyu.edu.hk/iao/iw